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Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance Long Term
Care Guide

Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance consists of three medical assistance
coverage types that provide coverage for individuals who require institutional care
over an extended period. Long-term care refers to the medical, social, personal
care, and supportive services that are needed by people who lose some capacity
for self-care because of old age or a chronic condition.

Introduction

Document Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide a business level overview of the Long
Term Care Medical Assistance program and the implementation of this coverage
type within Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance.

Audience
This document is intended for anyone interested in understanding the Cúram
implementation of the Long Term Care Medical Assistance Program. It is intended
for its readers to obtain a business level understanding of the program, of the
specific evidence recorded in the system for the program, the activation of that
evidence, and the creation and management of Long Term Care case processing.

Available Documentation
Supporting documentation relating to Medical Assistance and associated programs,
can be found in the Business Analysts guide titled Cúram Income Support for
Medical Assistance Program Guide. Caseworkers may also find the business
guides for other Medical Assistance programs useful. For Spend Down, see the
Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance Spend Down Guide. For Children's
Health Insurance Program, see Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance
Children's Health Insurance Program Guide.

Long Term Care Medical Assistance Overview

Introduction
This section contains an overview of Long Term Care, a list of the major
differences between LTC and the other coverage types, and a listing of the changes
to LTC coverage type with Cúram Express Rules.

About Long Term Care Medical Assistance
Cúram Long Term Care Medical Assistance consists of three Medical Assistance
coverage types that provide coverage for individuals who require an institutional
level of care over an extended period of time. Long Term Care refers to the
medical, social, personal care, and supportive services needed by people who have
lost some capacity for self-care because of old age or a chronic illness or a
condition. This definition generally excludes medical care for acute conditions;
however, post acute care, such as skilled nursing care and home health care, is
often classified as long-term care.

© Copyright IBM Corp. 2012, 2014 1



To qualify for LTC:

Long Term Care may be received in a medical institution or, for those for whom it
is possible to receive the same level of medical care at home, on a home and
community based services waiver program (HCBS). There are many different Long
Term Care waiver programs covered in different states, the most common being
Elderly, Physical Disabilities, Mental Retardation/Developmental Disabilities
(MR/DD) and Brain Injury. The term 'institutionalized individual' refers to those
on HCBS waiver programs as well as those physically in medical or nursing home
institutions.

To qualify for LTC:
v The individual must be institutionalized AND
v The individual members must satisfy the non financial AND
v The household must satisfy level of care AND
v The household must satisfy the 30 consecutive day requirements AND
v The individual must be categorically eligible AND
v The individual must not have an expensive home AND
v The individual must not be subject to an invalid resource transfer sanction AND
v The individual must satisfy the Resource Test AND
v The individual must satisfy the applicable Income Test

Differences with Other Coverage Types
The Cúram Long Term Care program is more complex than other coverage types.
The differences include:
v Three different coverage types
v Each coverage type has five different ways with which to pass to be eligible
v Post eligibility cost of care
v Invalid transfer penalties and sanctions
v Spousal impoverishment resource assessment

Coverage Types
Because there is such a variety in how states implement LTC, there are three
different coverage types which implement three different income tests. These types
are:
v Long Term Care - The income test checks for less than 300% of SSI federal

benefit rate.
v Medically Needy Long Term Care - The income test checks for less than the

average facility rate or less than the average facility rate minus deductions.
v Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down - The income test checks

for over 300% of the SSI federal benefit rate.

It is not expected that an agency would implement all three coverage types. The
Spend Down coverage type uses the common Spend Down Processing. All rules
other than income test are the same between the coverage types. The cascade
hierarchy is from Long Term Care to Medically Needy Long Term Care to
Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down.

Waivers
Each coverage type has five different ways with which to pass to be eligible
(institutionalized and four waivers: Elderly, Physical Disabilities, Mental
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Retardation/Developmental Disabilities, and Brain Injury). An individual may pass
only one of the five. The results display on the Household Tab. If the individual
passes a specific waiver, a Pass will display along with the waiver name. If the
individual is eligible and does not pass for a waiver type, then the individual
passed for institutionalized.

The evidence used to determine if an individual is eligible for a waiver includes:
Disability, Level of Care, and Medical Institution, as well as individual's age. See
the Waivers section in this guide to see the rules for the specific waivers.

Post Eligible Cost of Care Calculation
Unlike other Medical Assistance coverage types, the full liability for nursing home
or waiver care is not usually completely incurred by the Medical Assistance agency
- the institutionalized individual must usually contribute to their cost of care. The
amount paid by the institutionalized individual is based on their total monthly
income with some deductions made for personal needs, family dependents, shelter
allowances, and income.

Transfer of Resources Assessment
In Long Term Care, an individual must declare information about resources they,
their spouse or any individual acting on their behalf have transferred to another
individual within a specified period of time prior to application, known as the
'look-back period'. This information is required to determine if the individual
transferred the resource specifically in order to qualify for Long Term Care Medical
Assistance, in which case they would be ineligible for a period related to the
invalid transfer amount. The look-back period is a constant time-frame of 60
months.

Spousal Impoverishment Resource Assessment
For an individual with a community spouse, special provisions called Spousal
Impoverishment provisions apply to individuals who became institutionalized after
1989. The purpose of this provision is to allow the community spouse to keep
some of the institutionalized individual's resources as determined on a specific
date (assessment date). Under spousal impoverishment provisions, an
institutionalized individual may receive Long Term Care Medical Assistance if he
or she agrees to bring his or her resources below the resource limit by transferring
them to his or her spouse within a specified time known as the 'protected period'.

Changes to LTC Coverage Types with Cúram Express Rules
The major changes to the LTC coverage type with Cúram Express Rules are:
v As stated above, there are now three coverage types for Long Term Care.
v Special processing at evidence activation has been removed.
v For invalid resource transfers, a period of ineligibility is created at application.
v Invalid resource transfers display as part of eligibility decisions.
v Spousal Impoverishment details display as part of the eligibility decisions in

Resources.
v Expensive home rules have been added and display as part of eligibility

decisions in Household.

Special Processing at Evidence Activation
Previously the Long Term Care program had system processing functionality that
was triggered when evidence is activated and before eligibility was checked. This
functionality checked whether or not the evidence suggested that the
institutionalized individual should be sanctioned for transferring assets specifically
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in order to qualify for Long Term Care coverage. This processing has been
removed. The concern was that if initial evidence entered was incorrect, it was not
easy to reverse or correct a sanction once created. Now invalid resource transfers
are created by the eligibility rules which can modify the sanction/period of
ineligibility as necessary.

Invalid Resource Transfers
Previously only sanctions were created for invalid resource transfers. Now a period
of ineligibility is created at application and a sanction is created for an ongoing
LTC case. The functionality between the two penalty types is the same; the
individual with a sanction or invalid resource transfer is ineligible for LTC.

The rules for the LTC coverage types include determination of invalid resource
transfers based on transfer to individual evidence. Invalid resource transfer
displays in the Compliance section of LTC eligibility decisions.

Spousal Impoverishment
Spousal Impoverishment details display as part of the eligibility decisions rather
than waiting until after the product delivery is activated. When transfers occur
between spouses, this can be seen on reassessment in eligibility decisions.

Expensive Home
Expensive home rules determine if the individual has an equity interest in a home
not valued at the state defined limit of $525,000 or if the individual meets an
exception. The exception is if certain individuals are living in the home.

Eligibility Determination and Product Delivery Creation

Introduction
This chapter covers eligibility rules at a high level as well as a description of
viewing eligibility decisions.

Certification Requirements
Institutionalized individuals who are eligible for, or in receipt of standard medical
assistance services under one of the existing coverage types meet the categorical
eligibility criteria for nursing home or home and community based care under a
Long Term Care program. Institutionalized individuals who are currently not in
receipt of or eligible for another Medical Assistance coverage type, but who are
aged, blind or disabled according to SSA disability criteria also meet the categorical
eligibility criteria. Level of Care certification must be received, and it must be
current, must be completed by a qualified physician within a specified time period
prior to application for Long Term Care, and must be re-evaluated on a regular
basis as specified by the state.

Financial Unit
The institutionalized individuals are categorized into an appropriate financial unit
according to whether or not they are a:
v Single institutionalized individual
v Child who is blind or disabled
v Married couple with an institutionalized spouse
v Married couple with a community spouse

These same financial units are used for both income and resource processing.
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Declaration of Resources
In Long term Care, an individual must declare information about resources, to
determine if:
v The individual passes resources limits
v Any transfer to individual's incurred an uncompensated value
v There is a community spouse, for the resource assessment

Resource Limits
All applicants for Long Term Care Medical Assistance must pass a resource test.
This resource test determines whether or not an individual's resources are under
the required resource limits.

In the case of a blind or disabled institutionalized child, the resources of the
parents are deemed to the child in the month of eligibility. The child must then
qualify under specific Long Term Care resource limits (usually $2000). A single
institutionalized individual must also qualify under the same resource limits. Each
member of a couple, where both spouses are institutionalized, is treated separately.
The income of only the institutionalized spouse is counted against the income limit
but the resources of both spouses are counted together and compared to twice the
resource limit for a single individual.

If the financial unit determined is 'institutionalized individual with community
spouse', and the individual was institutionalized before October 1989, the system
executes the same rules as for a single institutionalized individual. If the individual
was institutionalized on or after October 1989, spousal impoverishment processing
is performed. Spousal Impoverishment calculations are performed by rules. The
system determines the value of all countable assets belonging to the
institutionalized individual and the community spouse on a specific date called the
Assessment Date. The rules determine an appropriate spousal share for each
spouse. Generally the spousal share is half the couple's resources on the
assessment date; however, there are limits and if the spousal share is below the
minimum or above the maximum, the spouse's share may be increased or
decreased. This is called the Community Spouse Share. If the institutionalized
individual's resources are less than the resource limit, then the individual is eligible
and not protected period is required. If the institutionalized individual's resources
are over the limit (usually $2000), the resources are compared to the resource limit
plus the Community Spouse Share. If this resource test is passed, resources must
be transferred.

Invalid Resource Transfers
If there is an existing invalid resource transfer the individual is not eligible until
the end of the period of ineligibility or sanction. If the rules determine that
evidence contains an invalid resource transfer within the look-back period, a
period of ineligibility or sanction is created.

Income Limits
In addition to passing a resource test, all applicants for Long Term Care Medical
Assistance must pass an income test. The income test varies based on the Long
Term Care coverage type.

Individual Contributions
Once an individual passes the eligibility rules for Long Term Care Medical
Assistance, the rules check deductions (post-eligibility rules) to determine the
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individual's contribution towards their cost of care. This is the monthly amount an
individual is obligated to pay to a medical institution, nursing home, or HCB
waiver services provider for their care. The individual's contribution towards their
cost of care for the month is determined as gross monthly income less allowable
deductions/allowances. The allowances/ deductions specific to these calculations
are the Earned Income Deduction, the Personal Needs Allowance, the Community
Spouse Allowance, the Family Dependent Allowance, the Medical Expense
Deduction, the Home Maintenance Allowance and the Legal Guardian Expense
Deduction. The remaining amount after the deductions/allowances are applied is
the individual's contribution towards their cost of care for the month. This amount
is displayed as part of the eligibility decision.

Check Eligibility for Medical Assistance Programs including
Long Term Care

If a client applies for Medical Assistance, the system checks if the client is eligible
for a number of coverage types within the program. If the client is eligible for a
coverage type at the top of the cascade, the lower coverage types are not checked.
If the client fails a higher coverage type the system checks the next coverage type
below, and keeps checking until the rules find a coverage type the client passes.
The Long Term Care (SIL) coverage type (and succeeding coverage types) runs in
parallel with QMB (then SLMB) cascade and LIFC/ABD cascade (and succeeding
coverage types). If the individual is not eligible for the Long Term Care coverage
type, the Medically Needy Long Term Care coverage type is checked. Then if not
eligible, the Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down coverage type is
checked. Each is checked through the process described in this section. For more
information on the cascade, see the Overview chapter of the Cúram Income Support
for Medical Assistance Program Guide.

When processing the Long Term Care rules, the system will then identify the
appropriate financial resource unit for any eligible individual(s). In all cases, the
rules will determine whether the individual passes the non financial requirements,
categorical, level of care, and 30 consecutive day requirements, expensive home,
and whether there is an existing or new invalid resource transfer. The system will
then run through the income and resource rules for the appropriate financial unit.
If required, the rules check the post-eligibility deductions.

Rules calculate the amount of assets to be transferred and this amount is displayed
as part of the eligibility decision. The institutionalized individual must agree to
transfer the required amount of resources within a specified period defined by the
state, known as the protected period. The begin date of the protected period is the
date of eligibility. Once the caseworker selects the Product Delivery, this
information is stored in the Spousal Impoverishment entity.

If an institutionalized individual fails Long Term Care eligibility because of excess
income, the individual may be eligible for Medically Needy Long Term Care. If the
individual fails the income test in this coverage type, the individual may be
eligible for Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down.

View Eligibility Decisions for Medical Assistance Programs
including Long Term Care

Upon completion of the check Medical Assistance rules, the eligibility decisions
display. The individual may be eligible for one of the three Long Term Care
coverage types.
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Cost of care refers to the requirement for the institutionalized individual to
contribute to their own cost of care. The amount of income that an individual must
pay towards their cost of care is appended to the Summary and Income details on
the Medical Assistance eligibility decisions. For income, the details of the Earned
Income Deduction, the Personal Needs Allowance, the Community Spouse
Allowance, the Family Dependent Allowance, the Medical Expense Deduction, the
Home Maintenance Allowance and the Legal Guardian Expense Deduction display.
Also appended to the Summary details, if an individual is in an institution a
partial month, the results are prorated.

Spousal Impoverishment results are also appended to Resource details on Medical
Assistance results. The details of the two resource tests, the assessment details
including each client's assessed resources, total amount to transfer, remaining
amount to transfer display, and protected period dates display.

Note that the caseworker can also view a list of ineligible decisions from the
Medical eligibility decisions. For example if ineligible for the Long Term Care
coverage type, but eligible for Medically Needy Long Term Care, the Long Term
Care coverage type displays in ineligible decisions.

Create Long Term Care Medical Assistance Product Delivery
Caseworkers can create Long Term Care product delivery cases for household
members who are eligible for Long Term Care coverage types as displayed in
Medical Assistance eligibility decisions. The selection of a Long Term Care Medical
Assistance coverage type may have implications for other members of the
household on other Medical Assistance coverage type. For example, a Household
Member who is currently in receipt of LIFC, but who has left the home and
entered a medical institution (not a HCBS Waiver) for Long Term Care is no longer
considered to be resident in the home and is therefore ineligible for LIFC. If there
is no other caretaker relative in the home, LIFC will be terminated for all members
of the household. Similarly, selecting a Long Term Care Medical Assistance
coverage type where a transfer of assets is required assumes that the
institutionalized individual has agreed to transfer assets to their spouse. In certain
situations, this transfer of assets may render the community spouse ineligible for
an existing Medical Assistance program. It is up to the caseworker to discuss the
options and their implications with the household member(s) concerned.

When the client applies for Medical Assistance and is found eligible for a Long
Term Care coverage type, after all the evidence is verified and activated, the
caseworker authorizes the LTC coverage type. When the caseworker confirms that
they wish to create the selected Medical Assistance program the product delivery
can be viewed. In the case of Long Term Care coverage types, this assumes that
the household member concerned is willing to accept any existing conditions of
eligibility, i.e. cost of care. Long Term Medical Assistance functionality uses existing
product delivery functionality within the product.

Long Term Care Rules

Introduction
This chapter outlines the rules for determining eligibility for the Long Term Care
program. The income rules for each of the three coverage types are included.

To qualify for LTC:
v The individual must be institutionalized AND
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v The individual members must satisfy the non financial requirements AND
v The household must satisfy level of care AND
v The household must satisfy the 30 consecutive day requirements AND
v The individual must be categorically eligible AND
v The individual must not have an expensive home AND
v The individual must not be subject to an invalid resource transfer sanction AND
v The individual must satisfy the Resource Test AND
v The individual must satisfy the applicable Income Test

Institutionalized
The individual must have a Medical Institution record.

Level of Care
The individual must meet one of the following levels of care:
v Intermediate or Skilled Nursing Care OR Intermediate Care for the Mentally

Retarded OR Hospital Level of Care OR IMD AND
v Level of Care must be certified by a physician or recognized authority AND
v The LOC certification is valid

Non Financial Requirements
The child must satisfy the standard non financial requirements rules for
Citizenship, SSN and Residency.

See Non Financial Requirements in the Common Rules - Non Financial
Requirements chapter in the Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance
Program Guide.

30-Consecutive Day Requirement
To qualify for Medicaid as an Institutionalized patient an individual must meet one
of the following conditions for at least 30 consecutive days (unless there is an
Exception):
v Reside in a Title XIX certified nursing facility OR
v Be an inpatient in a hospital OR
v Participate in a Home and Community Based Services Waiver program OR
v A Combination of the previous 3

Exceptions to the 30-Consecutive Day Requirement
An individual is not required to satisfy the 30 consecutive day rule in either of the
following conditions:
v The individual was in receipt of Medicaid when entering the institution or home

and community based program OR
v The individual dies before the 30 days are met OR
v A disabled child is a resident of a medical institution if the stay is expected to

exceed 30 days, even if it is temporary.

Disabled Child:

v If a baby, meeting disability criteria, is born in a hospital and is subsequently a
resident of that hospital throughout the remainder of that month, the baby is
considered to be a resident of the hospital throughout the month of his/her birth
OR
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v An infant who is born disabled, and who remains in the hospital for an
extended time after birth is a resident of the medical institution from the date of
birth

Special Considerations for 30 day rule
The 30 consecutive day rules is still satisfied under the following conditions:
v If the individual is temporarily absent for not more than 14 full consecutive days

providing the person remains under the jurisdiction of the institution OR
v If the individual moves from a Medical Facility to HCBS - once they enter the

waiver within 10 days of discharge from the nursing home.

Categorically Eligible
To qualify as categorically eligible:
v A person currently receiving any Medicaid coverage type (apart from a cost

sharing programs, excluding cost Sharing, Medically Needy with Spend Down,
Refugee or Emergency, and Cancer) is categorically eligible OR

v A person who meets the criteria for one of the following categories of coverage
Aged, Blind, Disabled OR

v A person who meets the criteria for one of the following Waivers: Brain Injury,
MRDD, Physical Disability, Elderly (See Waivers section in this chapter)

ABD Special Conditions
To qualify under the Medicaid Program in one of the ABD LTC related categories a
person must qualify under one of the following conditions:
v To qualify under the Age Program an individual must be aged 65 or older OR
v To qualify under the Disabled or Blind Medicaid Program, a person must: meet

the Social Security criteria for blindness or disability and be certified as such
either by the SSA or by the Disability Determination Services (DDS) or
equivalent agency in the State OR

v To qualify as a Deemed SSI Recipient the individual's eligibility under the
Protected SSI group allows them to qualify as disabled or blind.

Expensive Home
The LTC Individual must not own a home over the home equity resource limit
<$525,000>. Or must meet one of the three options to meet the expensive home
exception:
v The LTC individual has a spouse and spouse lives in the home OR
v The LTC individual has a child who is under age 21 and the child lives in the

home OR
v LTC individual has a child and child lives in the home AND
v Child is blind OR child is totally and permanently disabled

Waivers
Applicant must meet the eligibility criteria for one of the waiver groups:
1. Brain Injury OR
2. MR/DD OR
3. Physical Disability OR
4. Elderly
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Brain Injury
Applicants must meet all the following criteria:
v Age not less than the TBI minimum age requirement (18) AND
v Age less than TBI maximum age requirement (65) AND
v Certified as having a traumatic brain injury OR acquired brain injury AND
v NOT a TBI Exception AND
v Qualify for a Nursing Home Level of Care

MR/DD
Applicants must meet all the following criteria:
v Mental retardation must be evident before MR Age (18) OR
v Developmental Disability must be evident before DD Age (22) AND
v Qualify for ICF/MR Level of Care AND
v Be certified as Developmentally Disabled OR
v Be certified as Mentally Retarded

Physical Disability
Applicants must meet all the following criteria:
v Age not less than the Physical Disability Minimum age requirement (18) AND
v Qualify for Nursing Home Level of Care AND
v Have medically certified physical disability

Elderly
Applicants must meet all the following criteria:
v Be Aged not less than Elderly Age (65) AND
v Qualify for Nursing Home Level of Care

Transfer of Assets
Under the transfer of resources provisions in 1917(c) of the Social Security Act (the
Act), you must restrict Medicaid coverage to an otherwise eligible institutionalized
individual if he/she or his/her spouse transfers resources for less than fair market
value:
1. Individual is not eligible for LTC during sanction period
2. For a time period that hasn't been looked at yet AND
3. For the people that do NOT have hardship AND
4. For the included time period (look-back period)
5. Determine if there are any invalid transfers that fall in the look-back period

AND
6. For every countable asset transferred by the following individuals:
7. Determine if the asset is countable or excluded
8. If asset is countable determine whether asset transfer is allowed under

transfer of assets rules
9. Sum the uncompensated values

10. Calculate the ineligibility period
11. If there is uncompensated value, determine Sanction Period
12. Determine Sanction Start/End Date
13. Penalty periods are applied consecutively for multiple transfers not

concurrently.
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Existing Eligibility Period
On application check if a period of ineligibility exists for a household and period
of ineligibility has not expired:
v If a period of ineligibility has expired, determine if an invalid resource transfer

exists
v If a period of ineligibility has not expired, household is ineligible

Invalid Resource Period Determination:

Undue Hardship

v The client has exhausted all reasonable legal means to regain possession of the
transferred asset AND

v Without Medicaid coverage for institutional or Home and Community-Based
care, the client will not be able to get the medical care needed AND

v The client is at risk of death or permanent disability without that care

Transfer of any asset on or after February 8 2006

The look-back date for transfers made on or after February 8, 2006 is 60 months
before the later of the date the individual is institutionalized and applies for
Medicaid.

Look-Back Period: The asset transfer penalty applies to any transfer for less than
fair market value made during a period preceding or following a request for
long-term care services. The look-back period is determined as follows:
v The look-back date for transfers made on or after February 8, 2006 is 60 months

before the later of the date the individual is institutionalized and the date
applies for Medicaid.

Transfer to Individual

Determine the household members to look at a transfer to individual. (See Penalty
for Resources Transferred by the following Individuals.)

Determine if there are any invalid resource transfers in the look-back period for the
specified individuals:
1. Determine if the asset is countable or excluded
2. For countable assets where the transfer occurred in the look-back period,

determine if an Invalid Resource Transfer Exception applies
3. If an exception doesn't apply, determine the uncompensated value for each

transfer.
4. Check if Uncompensated Value is greater than zero.

Penalty for Resources Transferred by the following Individuals
v Determine resource transfers for the individual or anyone acting on the

individual's behalf AND
v Determine resource transfer's for the individual's spouse or anyone acting on

their behalf

Transfer of Resource Penalty Exception: Do not impose penalty on individuals
who transfer resources in one of the following cases:

Allowable Transfer: The following transfers are allowed without penalty:
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v Transfer of a home or any other asset to the spouse, or to another for the sole
benefit of the spouse OR

v Transfer of any asset to a blind or disabled son or daughter or to another for the
sole benefit of a blind or disabled son or daughter OR

v Transfer of any asset to a blind or disabled son or daughter OR
v Transfer to a trust established for the sole benefit of a blind or disabled son or

daughter OR
v Transfer of a home to a son or daughter under 21 years of age OR
v Transfer to a trust established for the sole benefit of an individual who is blind

or disabled and who is under age 65 OR
v Transfer of a home to a sibling who has an equity interest in the home and who

has lived in the home for at least 1 year immediately preceding the client's entry
into a medical institution.

v Transfer of a home to a son or a daughter who has lived in the home and
provided care to the client which permitted the individual remain at home
rather than be institutionalized or be on a waiver and has done so for at least 2
years prior to the individual's entry into the medical institution.

v Meets Proof that Medicaid was not the reason for the transfer (see the section
Medicaid not the Reason for Transfer) OR

v Trusts established before February 8, 2006

Sole benefit means that no other individual can benefit from the transfer

Medicaid not the Reason for Transfer: In order for a client to prove that Medicaid
was not a reason for the transfer, the client must provide documentation
establishing that there were unexpected circumstances that happened after the
transfer occurred:
v The client suddenly, unexpectedly, became disabled AFTER the transfer OR
v The client learned that he or she had a disabling condition AFTER the transfer

OR
v The assets were transferred to a religious order by a member of that order in

accordance with a vow of poverty

Length of Penalty:

v The sanction period will be the number of months computed by dividing the
uncompensated, equity value of the transferred assets by the nursing home
private-pay rate in effect at the time of the transfer. The client will be ineligible
for the number of months computed. There is no maximum penalty period.

v Penalty Period equals the full months and any partial months calculated as
follows:
– Total the uncompensated amount of all transfers
– Divide by the average private pay rate
– Round down to 2 decimal places
– To determine the number of days for the fractional amount transferred,

multiply the decimal amount by 30. Drop any partial day.

Dividing Sanctions between Spouses
When both members of a married couple are applying for institutional or waiver
services, the sanction period(s) must be divided between them. The total, divided
sanction periods cannot be more than what the sanction periods would be for just
one of them, although it may be less.
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v When both apply at the same time, divide the sanction period(s) equally
between them.

Penalty Period Start Date
v The penalty period begins on the date that the person is an institutionalized

person, has applied for Medicaid, and would otherwise be eligible for Medicaid
for nursing home or long-term care services except for the penalty period OR

v If the transfer occurs after the individual is eligible, the penalty begin date is the
first of next month AND

v Penalty periods are applied consecutively and not concurrently

Financial Unit
There are four financial units for LTC:
v Child who is blind or disabled OR
v Single Institutionalized Individual
v Married couple where both individuals institutionalized (or waiver) OR
v Married couple where one is institutionalized (or waiver) and other is

community spouse

Resources Rules
The resources determination for institutional care Medicaid is made as of the first
moment of the first day of the month. An individual is ineligible for any month in
which his/her countable resources exceed the allowable resource standard as of the
first moment of the first day of the month. Once eligible, changes in the amount of
countable resources during a month do not affect eligibility for that month.

Single Institutionalized Individual
1. Count only the countable resources of the individual to determine eligibility
2. Calculate individual's countable resources AND
3. Compare the resources to the resource limit, if it is equal to or less than the

resource limit the individual is eligible

Institutionalized Blind or Disabled Child
v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 18 years of age, lives

with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the resources of the
parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 21 years of age and in
school lives with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the resources
of the parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility. If
emancipated use rules for single institutionalized individual

v If child is emancipated use rules for single institutionalized individual
v To determine the amount of resources deemed to the individual

– Calculate institutionalized child's countable resources AND
– If parent(s) are living with the institutionalized child, carry out parent to child

deeming AND
– Add total deemed resources from the parent(s), if any, to the individual's total

countable resources to determine the total countable resources for the eligible
child

v The institutionalized child is resource eligible for institutional care Medicaid if
countable resources do not exceed the asset limit ($2,000).
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Disabled Child Exception:

v If a baby, meeting disability criteria, is born in a hospital and is subsequently a
resident of that hospital throughout the remainder of that month, the baby is
considered to be a resident of the hospital throughout the month of his/her birth
and no parental resources are deemed OR

v An infant who is born disabled, and who remains in the hospital for an
extended time after birth is a resident of the medical institution from the date of
birth and no parental resource are deemed.

Married couple both institutionalized (or on a waiver)
1. Calculate eligible individual's countable resources AND
2. Total eligible spouse's countable resources AND
3. Combine the countable resources for the eligible individual and the eligible

spouse AND
4. Compare the resources to the resource limit for two people, if it is equal to or

less than the resource limit both individuals are eligible

Married institutionalized individual with community spouse
Spousal Impoverishment is a term used to refer to an additional assessment
provided to a couple when only one spouse resides in an institution and the other
spouse is in the community, and when only one spouse is eligible for Home and
Community Based Waiver services and the other is not. The purpose of the
provision is to allow the community spouse to keep a share of the resources of the
couple. The provision protects a person whose husband or wife goes into an
institution or becomes eligible for waiver services from having to deplete all the
couple's resources in order for the institutionalized or waiver spouse to qualify for
Medicaid.

Assessment of assets is a process of dividing the value of all countable (non
exempt) assets that belong to the institutionalized or waiver client and the client's
spouse.

Last Entry Pre 01/10/1989:

v Count only the countable assets in the client's name to determine eligibility (this
includes joint assets).

v Compare the assets to the asset limit, if it is equal to or less than the asset limit
the client is eligible

Last entry on or post 01/10/1989: Providing the client was married to the current
spouse and the client was institutionalized for a period of 30 days or more the
asset tests is based on the combined assets of the couple. The steps to calculate are
as follows:
1. Calculate the date of assessment. It's the begin date of the earliest 30 day

consecutive stay.
2. Calculate institutionalized individual's countable resources as on the date of

assessment AND
3. Total community spouse's countable resources as on the date of assessment

AND
4. Combine the countable resources for the institutionalized individual and the

community spouse AND
5. DIVIDE the total assets by 2 to give the Spousal Share AND
6. Compare the Spousal Share to the Minimum Spousal Amount AND
7. If the Spousal Share is less than the Minimum Spousal Amount
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v The Spousal Share is the lesser of the total assets of the couple AND
v the Minimum Spousal Amount

8. If the Spousal Share is greater than the Minimum Spousal Amount and less
than the Maximum Spousal Amount
v The Spousal Share is the total derived from step 5 above

9. If the Spousal Share is greater than the Maximum Spousal Amount
v The Spousal Share is the Maximum Spousal Amount

10. Declare the Assessed Share of Assets (Spousal Share) for the Institutionalized
Individual and Spouse.

11. If the remainder is LESS than the asset limit the client is eligible OR
12. If the institutionalized individual's countable resources exceeds the asset limit

the client may be eligible if they agree to transfer assets to the spouse within a
time frame OR
v If the client's assets are NOT LESS than the asset limit, the client may

receive Medicaid pending transfer of assets. The transfer to the community
spouse can take place at any time but eligibility is not established until the
resource share of the community spouse is equal to or below the spousal
share after the transfer is made and the client's resources are at or below
$2000. The client may receive Medicaid only if he agrees to bring his assets
below the asset limit by transferring them to his spouse. The client must
provide a statement expressing an agreement to transfer the appropriate
amount of assets by the due date of the next review.

13. If the remainder exceeds asset limit and the client does not agree to transfer
assets, the client is ineligible UNLESS he proves Undue Hardship
Spousal impoverishment undue hardship may exist if:
v Counting the spouse's assets as available to the institutionalized client

causes the client to exceed the asset limit AND
v The client's spouse refuses to make the assets available AND
v Without Medicaid coverage for institutional care, the client will not be able

to get the medical care needed AND
v The client is at risk of death or permanent disability without institutional

care.

Income Rules
Cúram Medical Assistance includes three income options which are implemented
through three different coverage types:
v Long Term Care - The income test checks for less than 300% of SSI federal

benefit rate.
v Medically Needy Long Term Care - The income test checks for less than the

average facility rate or less than the average facility rate minus deductions.
v Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down - The income test checks

for over 300% of the SSI federal benefit rate.

Long Term Care Income Option
This is a special income level (SIL) test. The income test checks for less than 300%
of SSI federal benefit rate.

These are the steps to follow when determining income eligibility for LTC related
programs:
1. Determine the appropriate financial unit. (See the Financial Unit section in this

chapter.)
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2. For the financial unit determined, carry out the steps outlined for the Gross
Income Test. Run the deductions. (See the Deductions section in this chapter.)

3. If the client fails the LTC Gross Income Test the client is ineligible for LTC.

Gross Income Test:

Married Couple where Both Individuals Institutionalized

If both spouses are institutionalized, apply the following rules:
v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross unearned income
v Combine the countable gross unearned income of the couple
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Combine the countable gross earned income of the couple
v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned

income to determine the total gross countable income for the eligible couple
v Compare gross amount to state maximum allowable monthly income standard.
v Exception: If spouses are both institutionalized but ineligible when treated as a

couple, treat each spouse as a single institutionalized individual

Single Institutionalized Individual

v Total the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Total the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Total the individual's countable gross earned and unearned income to give total

gross income.
v Compare gross amount to state maximum allowable monthly income standard.

Married Couple where One is Institutionalized and Other is Community Spouse

v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned

income to determine the total gross countable income
v Compare gross amount to state maximum allowable monthly income standard.

Institutionalized Blind or Disabled Child:

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 18 years of age, lives
with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the resources of the
parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 21 years of age and in
school lives with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the income of
the parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v Calculate the child's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
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v Carry out the parent to child deeming process
v Add the total deemable income, if any, of the parent(s) to the eligible child's

countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the child's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned

income to determine the total gross countable income for the eligible child
v Compare gross amount to state maximum allowable monthly income standard.

Disabled Child Exception

In the following cases, the child should be treated as a single institutionalized
individual:
v If a baby, meeting disability criteria, is born in a hospital and is subsequently a

resident of that hospital throughout the remainder of that month, the baby is
considered to be a resident of the hospital throughout the month of his/her birth
and no parental resources are deemed OR

v An infant who is born disabled, and who remains in the hospital for an
extended time after birth is a resident of the medical institution from the date of
birth and no parental resource are deemed.

v An emancipated child

Medically Needy Long Term Care Income Option
An individual can qualify under Medically Needy rules for LTC by applying
deductions to their income and comparing the remainder to the LTC
Reimbursement Rate.

The individual does not have a miller trust AND

These are the steps to follow when determining the individual's medically needy
income eligibility:
1. Determine the appropriate financial unit
2. For the financial unit determined, carry out the steps outlined for the Gross

Income Test
3. If the client's gross income is less than or equal to the LTC Reimbursement Rate

then the client is eligible
4. If the client's gross income is more than the LTC Reimbursement Rate apply the

Deductions (see Deductions section in this chapter)

Gross Income Test:

Married Couple where Both Individuals Institutionalized

If both spouses are institutionalized, apply the following rules:
v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross unearned income
v Combine the countable gross unearned income of the couple
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Combine the countable gross earned income of the couple
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v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned
income to determine the total gross countable income for the eligible couple

v Determine the facility's monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate
v Compare gross amount to monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate

Exception: If spouses are both institutionalized but ineligible when treated as a
couple, treat each spouse as an single institutionalized individual

Single Institutionalized Individual

v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Add the individual's countable gross earned and unearned income to give total

gross income.
v Determine the facility's monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate
v Compare gross amount to monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate

Married Couple where One is Institutionalized and Other is Community Spouse

v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned

income to determine the total gross countable income
v Determine the facility's monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate
v Compare gross amount to monthly LTC Reimbursement Rate

Eligible before Deductions (cost of care to be determined at post eligibility)

v If the client's gross income is less than or equal to the LTC Reimbursement Rate
then the client is eligible

v If the client's gross income is more than the LTC

Reimbursement Rate apply the Deductions as follows:
1. Determine the individual's gross unearned income AND
2. Determine the individual's gross earned income AND
3. If the individual's earned income is greater than zero, apply the Earned Income

Deduction to earned income AND
4. Total the individual's unearned income and earned income to give gross

income for the individual AND
5. Apply the Personal Needs Allowance (see the Personal Needs Allowance

section in this chapter) AND Apply the Community Spouse Needs Allowance
(see the Community Spouse Needs Allowance section in this chapter) AND

6. Apply the Family Dependent Allowance (see the Family Dependent Allowance
section in this chapter) AND

7. Apply the Medical Expense Deduction (see the Medical Expense Deduction
section in this chapter) AND

8. Apply the Home Maintenance Allowance (see the Home Maintenance
Allowance section in this chapter) AND

9. Apply the Legal Guardian Expense Deduction (see the Legal Guardian Expense
Deduction section in this chapter)
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v If the remaining amount after deductions have been applied is less than or equal
to the LTC Reimbursement Rate (monthly) then the client is eligible

v If the remaining amount after the deductions have been applied is more the
projected LTC Reimbursement Rate (monthly) then the client is medically needy
ineligible.

v The remaining amount after deductions have been applied is the individual's
contribution towards cost of care for the month.

Institutionalized Blind or Disabled Child:

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 18 years of age, lives
with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the resources of the
parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 21 years of age and in
school lives with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the income of
the parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v Calculate the child's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Carry out the parent to child deeming process (in the Adult - Common Income

Rules chapter of this guide, see the Income Deeming section in the Cúram Income
Support for Medical Assistance Program Guide)

v Add the total deemable income, if any, of the parent(s) to the eligible child's
countable gross unearned income

v Calculate the child's countable gross earned income from all sources (including
self employment income)

v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned
income to determine the total gross countable income for the eligible child

v Determine the facility's LTC Reimbursement Rate (monthly)
v Compare gross amount to monthly LTC Reimbursement rate.

Disabled Child Exception

In the following cases, the child should be treated as a single institutionalized
individual:
v If a baby, meeting disability criteria, is born in a hospital and is subsequently a

resident of that hospital throughout the remainder of that month, the baby is
considered to be a resident of the hospital throughout the month of his/her birth
and no parental resources are deemed OR

v An infant who is born disabled, and who remains in the hospital for an
extended time after birth is a resident of the medical institution from the date of
birth and no parental resource are deemed.

v An emancipated child

Medically Needy Long Term Care with Spend Down Income
Option
The income test checks for more than 300% of Medically Needy benefit rate.

These are the steps to follow when determining income eligibility with Spend
Down for LTC related programs:
1. Determine the appropriate financial unit. (See the Financial Unit section in this

chapter)
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2. Perform the Net Income Test for the financial unit defined in 1 above
3. If the client's net income is less than or equal to the LTC Income Eligibility

Standard (LTC IES) established by the state, the client is income eligible with
no spend down amount.

4. If the client's net income is greater than the LTC IES established by the state,
calculate the client's spend down liability.

5. If the spend down amount determined in 4 above is greater than zero, carry
out the steps for LTC spend down

Net Income Test: The LTC Net Income Test is only carried out if the financial
unit's gross income is above 300% SIL or other state defined limit.

Institutionalized Blind or Disabled Child

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 18 years of age, lives
with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the resources of the
parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v If an un emancipated blind or disabled individual under 21 years of age and in
school lives with at least one parent and then enters an institution, the income of
the parent(s) are deemed to the child for the month of eligibility.

v Calculate the child's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the parent(s) countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Carry out the parent to child deeming process
v Add the total deemable income, if any, of the parent(s) to the eligible child's

countable gross unearned income
v Apply unearned income deductions to the child's countable gross unearned

income to determine the countable net unearned income
v Calculate the child's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Apply earned income deductions to the child's countable gross earned income to

determine the net earned income:
v Add the countable net unearned income and the countable net earned income to

determine the total net countable income for the eligible child
v Compare net countable income to the state defined Long Term Care Income

Eligibility Standard.

Disabled Child Exception

In the following cases, the child should be treated as a single institutionalized
individual:
v If a baby, meeting disability criteria, is born in a hospital and is subsequently a

resident of that hospital throughout the remainder of that month, the baby is
considered to be a resident of the hospital throughout the month of his/her birth
and no parental resources are deemed OR

v An infant who is born disabled, and who remains in the hospital for an
extended time after birth is a resident of the medical institution from the date of
birth and no parental resource are deemed.

v An emancipated child
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Married Couple where Both Individuals Institutionalized

If both spouses are institutionalized, apply the following rules:
v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross unearned income
v Combine the countable gross unearned income of the couple
v Apply unearned income deductions to the couple's income to determine the

countable net unearned income
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Calculate the spouse's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Combine the countable gross earned income of the couple
v Apply earned income deductions to the couple's income to determine the

countable net earned income
v Add the countable gross unearned income and the countable gross earned

income to determine the total gross countable income for the eligible couple
v Compare net countable income to the state defined Medically Needy Income

Eligibility Standard.
Exception: If spouses are both institutionalized but ineligible when treated as a
couple, treat each spouse as an single institutionalized individual

Single Institutionalized Individual

v Total the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Apply unearned income deductions to determine the net unearned income
v Total the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources (including

self employment income)
v Apply earned income deductions to determine the net earned income
v Total the individual's countable net earned and unearned income to give total

net income.
v Compare net countable income to the state defined LTC Income Eligibility

Standard.

Married Couple where One is Institutionalized and Other is Community Spouse

v Calculate the individual's countable gross unearned income
v Apply unearned income deductions to determine the net unearned income
v Calculate the individual's countable gross earned income from all sources

(including self employment income)
v Apply earned income deductions to determine the net earned income
v Add the countable net unearned income and the countable net earned income to

determine the total net countable income
v Compare net countable income to the state defined LTC Income Eligibility

Standard.

Final Steps

1. Apply earned income deductions to determine the net earned income
2. Add the countable net unearned income and the countable net earned income

to determine the total net countable income
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3. Compare net countable income to the state defined state defined LTC Income
Eligibility Standard.

4. Subtract the monthly LTC IES income limit for 1 person from the net countable
income. This is the LTC Spend Down Liability. For more information on Spend
Down, see the Cúram Income Support for Medical Assistance Spend Down
Guide.

Deductions
After being determined eligible for LTC Medicaid, some individuals who are
residing in nursing homes, or who are receiving home and community-based
(HCB) waiver services may be required to contribute a portion of their income
toward the cost-of-care they receive. The post eligibility process involves
determining the exact amount an individual is obligated to pay to the medical
institution, nursing home, or HCB waiver services provider. The provider is
responsible for collecting from the individual that individual's share of the
cost-of-care. Medicaid reduces its payment to the provider by the amount of the
individual's cost-of-care liability.

These are the steps to follow when determining the individual's contribution
towards cost of care. The individual's contribution towards cost of care is
calculated on a monthly basis.
v Determine the individual's gross earned income AND
v If the individual's earned income is greater than zero, apply the Earned Income

Deduction to earned income AND
v Total the individual's unearned income and earned income to give gross income

for the individual.
v If the individual's gross income is greater than zero, apply the Personal Needs

Allowance AND
v If the individual's remaining gross income is greater than zero, apply the

Community Spouse Needs Allowance AND
v If the individual's remaining gross income is greater than zero, apply the Family

Dependent Allowance AND
v If the individual's remaining gross income is greater than zero, apply the

Medical Expense Deduction AND
v If the individual's remaining gross income is greater than zero, apply the Home

Maintenance Allowance AND
v If the individual's remaining gross income is greater than zero, apply the Legal

Guardian Expense Deduction.
v The remaining amount after the deductions/allowances are applied, is the

individual's contribution towards cost of care for the month.

Earned Income Deduction: See the Earned Income Deductions sub-section of the
Adult - Common Income Rules chapter of the Cúram Income Support for Medical
Assistance Program Guide.

Personal Needs Allowance:

Nursing Facility

For individuals who reside in a nursing facility apply the following unless an
exception applies:
v Deduct the Basic Personal Needs Allowance amount from the individual's

remaining gross income
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Nursing Facility Exception

v The individual is a veteran or a surviving spouse of a veteran AND
v The individual is in receipt of a reduced Veterans Administration Pension AND
v Deduct the Reduced VA Pension Personal Needs Allowance amount ($90) from

the individual's remaining gross income.

Elderly Waiver

v The individual is on an Elderly /Disabled (E/D) waiver
v Deduct a personal needs allowance of 100% of the federal poverty rate from the

individual's remaining gross income.

Mental Retardation or Developmental Disabled Waiver

v The individual is on a Mental Retardation or Developmental Disabled waiver
v Deduct a personal needs allowance of 100% of the federal poverty rate from the

individual's remaining gross income.

Brain Injury Waiver

v The individual is on a Brain Injury waiver
v Deduct a personal needs allowance of 100% of the federal poverty rate from the

individual's remaining gross income.

Physical Disabilities Waiver

v The individual is on a Physical Disabilities waiver
v Deduct personal needs allowance of 300% of the SSI rate from the individual's

remaining gross income.

Community Spouse Needs Allowance:

v The individual has a community spouse AND
v A court or fair hearing does not determine the amount an institutionalized

individual must allocate to their community spouse OR
v A court or fair hearing determines the amount an institutionalized individual

must allocate to their community spouse

Non Court Order/ Fair Hearing Determination of Community Spouse Needs

v The individual agrees to give the community spouse the allowance AND
v Determine the Community Spouse Needs Allowance as follows:

1. Determine the community spouse's shelter costs for the month. Community
spouse shelter costs can include the following:
– Rent
– Mortgage principal and interest
– Taxes and insurance for principal place of residence. This includes renters

insurance
– Maintenance fees
– The standard utility allowance established under the Food Stamp program

2. Subtract the shelter limit from the community spouses shelter costs (as
determined above)

3. Determine the Community Spouse's Income Allocation
4. If there are Excess Shelter Costs (from 2 above):

– Add the Excess Shelter Costs to the Minimum Income Allocation. (This
amount is called the Community Spouse's Income Allocation)
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5. If there are no Excess Shelter Costs (from 2 above)
– The Community Spouse Income Allocation is assigned the value of the

Maximum Income Allocation amount.
6. Determine the community spouse's gross income (monthly).
7. Subtract the community spouse's gross income from the Community Spouse

Income Allocation giving the Community Spouse Needs Allowance
8. If the community spouse's gross income is equal to or greater than the

Community Spouse Needs Allowance, no Community Spouse Needs
Allowance is deducted from the institutionalized spouse's income OR

9. If the community spouse's gross income is less than the Community Spouse
Needs Allowance (the Community Spouse Needs Allowance amount is
deducted from the institutionalized spouse's remaining gross income.

Court Order/ Fair Hearing Determination of Community Spouse Needs

v A court order /fair hearing requires the individual to pay support to the spouse
at home AND

v The court order amount is greater than the Community Spouse Needs
Allowance.

v The Community Spouse Needs Allowance is assigned the value determined by
the court order. Deduct the Community Spouse Needs Allowance from the
individual's remaining gross income.

Family Dependent Allowance:

v The individual has dependent family members other than the community
spouse AND

v The dependent family member meets the criteria for a family dependent AND
v The individual agrees to give the dependent family member(s) the allowance

AND
v The dependent family member(s) live with the community spouse OR
v The dependent family member(s) do not live with the community spouse.

Dependent Family Member(s) Live with the Community Spouse

v If the individual's dependent family member(s) live with the individual's spouse,
determine the Family Dependent's Allowance as follows:
– For each family dependent, determine the family dependent's monthly

countable gross income AND
– If the family dependent's gross income is greater than the Minimum Spousal

Standard, no family dependent allowance is deducted for that family
dependent OR

– If the family dependent's gross income is less than the Minimum Spousal
Standard, subtract the family dependent's gross income from the Minimum
Spousal Standard AND

– Divide the result by three.
Add the results together from step 4 (above) for each family dependent, to
give the total Family Dependent Allowance.

Dependent Family Member(s) do not Live with the Community Spouse

v If the individual's dependent family member(s) do not live with the individual's
spouse, determine the Family Dependent's Allowance as follows:
– Add together the gross countable income (monthly) for all family dependents

AND
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– Subtract the total dependent's income from the Medically Needy Income
Eligibility Standard (MNIES) for the number of dependents
This gives the total Family Dependents Allowance that is to be deducted from
the individual's remaining gross income

Medical Expense Deduction: In order for a Medical Expense to be considered
deductible it must meet all of the following criteria:
v The medical expense is allowable AND
v The medical expense was incurred by the individual AND
v The medical expense was not used already to meet spend down AND
v The medical expense is not subject to third party payment AND
v The medical expense was not already paid by Medicaid

Deduct the medical expense paid by the individual. If the individual pays the
premium less often than monthly (such as quarterly) prorate the amount paid by
the number of months covered by the payment to obtain the monthly amount to
deduct for this medical expense OR
If the medical expense is a combined family premium, deduct the portion of the
combined family premium that is paid for the individual.

Home Maintenance Allowance:

v The individual is not living in their home AND
v A doctor certifies that the individual is expected to return home within 6 months

AND
v The individual has no community spouse OR
v The individual has a community spouse and the community spouse is not living

in the home AND
v Determine the shelter expenses for the individual's home.
v The shelter expenses are greater than the SSI Level for an individual, the Home

Maintenance Allowance is assigned the value of the SSI Level for an individual.
v The shelter expenses are equal or less than the SSI Level for an individual, the

Home Maintenance Allowance is assigned the value of the Shelter Expenses.

Legal Guardian Expense Deduction:

v The individual has a guardian AND
v The guardianship fee is equal to or less than the guardianship fee limit

– Deduct the guardianship fee.
v If the guardianship fee is greater than the guardianship fee limit The

guardianship fee is assigned the value of the guardianship fee limit.
– Deduct the guardianship fee.

Additional Long Term Care Processing

Change in Circumstance Processing
Change of circumstances processing occurs when there has been an evidence
change on the Integrated Case. When a change of circumstances has occurred
which impacts a Long Term Care product delivery, the system reassesses that case.
Reassessment detects whether an individual is still eligible for Long Term Care and
whether there is a change in their cost of care liability. Reassessment also detects
when resources are transferred that are required for spousal impoverishment, and
resources that is transferred illegally after eligibility has been established.
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This section provides an overview of change in circumstance processing when
evidence changes are made at the Integrated Case level and when changes result in
the individual being no longer eligible. This section also summarizes the impact of
specific evidence changes on Long Term Care eligibility.

Impact of Evidence Changes on Long Term Care Eligibility
This section describes the impact that specific evidence changes can have on Long
Term Care eligibility.

Household Changes
Household member changes have the potential to enable household members to be
eligible for different program options. In general, the removal or addition of other
household members will not impact the eligibility of the institutionalized
individual although, if the household member who is removed is a spouse or a
dependent of the institutionalized individual, the case will be reassessed for cost of
care amounts.

Income Changes: Once eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized
individual they are treated as a single income unit thereafter, and must always
have income under a specified Long Term Care income limit. New/changed
income evidence will trigger reassessment to run the Income Eligibility rules for
Long Term Care for a single institutionalized individual. If the rules determine that
the individual is over the income limit then they are ineligible for Long Term Care
from the beginning of the following month. If the rules determine that the
individual is still within the income limit the system will trigger reassessment to
run post eligibility rules to redetermine the individual's contribution towards cost
of care. An increase in income is likely to cause the individual to contribute more
to their cost of care. Likewise, a decrease in income will reduce the individual's
contribution to their cost of care. The reassessment will display the new amount in
the reassessment result.

Income changes for a spouse or household member who is a family dependent will
trigger reassessment to run the post eligibility rules for cost of care. The new
contribution to cost of care will be displayed in the result. Income changes for any
other household member will have no effect on the institutionalized individual's
Long Term Care coverage but may impact their cost of care liability.

Expense Changes: Changes in expense evidence for the institutionalized
individual can potentially affect allowable income deductions and the post
eligibility cost of care amount - the system will trigger reassessment to run the
Income rules for a single institutionalized individual. Providing the individual is
still eligible the system will run the post eligibility rules to determine the new
contribution towards cost of care.

Expense changes for a spouse will trigger reassessment to run the post eligibility
rules to redetermine the cost of care. Expense changes for any other household
member will have no effect on the institutionalized individual's Long Term Care
coverage but may impact their cost of care liability.

Resource Changes: Once eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized
individual (without spousal impoverishment) they are treated as a single resource
unit thereafter and must always have resources under a specified Long Term Care
resource limit. Any new resource evidence recorded for the individual, including
resource transfer evidence will trigger reassessment to run the Resource Eligibility
rules for Long Term Care for a single institutionalized individual.
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If the rules determine that the individual is over the resource limit then they are
ineligible for Long Term Care from the beginning of the following month. Any
new or updated resource transfer, liquid resource, ownership, property, trust or
annuity evidence for the individual or community spouse for an active integrated
case also triggers reassessment to run the case and rules processing for sanctions.

When eligibility has been determined for an institutionalized individual with
spousal impoverishment, any resource changes must be monitored against
allowable amounts in the spousal impoverishment once they are within the
protected period. In this case they are not subject to the normal resource test until
the spousal impoverishment transfer amount reaches 0 or the protected end date is
met. Each resource transfer to the spouse has the potential to complete the
protected period, or to reduce the amount that must still be transferred to the
spouse.
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Notices

This information was developed for products and services offered in the U.S.A.
IBM may not offer the products, services, or features discussed in this document in
other countries. Consult your local IBM representative for information on the
products and services currently available in your area. Any reference to an IBM
product, program, or service is not intended to state or imply that only that IBM
product, program, or service may be used. Any functionally equivalent product,
program, or service that does not infringe any IBM intellectual property right may
be used instead. However, it is the user's responsibility to evaluate and verify the
operation of any non-IBM product, program, or service. IBM may have patents or
pending patent applications covering subject matter described in this document.
The furnishing of this document does not grant you any license to these patents.
You can send license inquiries, in writing, to:

IBM Director of Licensing

IBM Corporation

North Castle Drive

Armonk, NY 10504-1785

U.S.A.

For license inquiries regarding double-byte (DBCS) information, contact the IBM
Intellectual Property Department in your country or send inquiries, in writing, to:

Intellectual Property Licensing

Legal and Intellectual Property Law.

IBM Japan Ltd.

19-21, Nihonbashi-Hakozakicho, Chuo-ku

Tokyo 103-8510, Japan

The following paragraph does not apply to the United Kingdom or any other
country where such provisions are inconsistent with local law: INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION "AS IS"
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. Some states do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties in
certain transactions, therefore, this statement may not apply to you.

This information could include technical inaccuracies or typographical errors.
Changes are periodically made to the information herein; these changes will be
incorporated in new editions of the publication. IBM may make improvements
and/or changes in the product(s) and/or the program(s) described in this
publication at any time without notice.
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Any references in this information to non-IBM Web sites are provided for
convenience only and do not in any manner serve as an endorsement of those Web
sites. The materials at those Web sites are not part of the materials for this IBM
product and use of those Web sites is at your own risk.

IBM may use or distribute any of the information you supply in any way it
believes appropriate without incurring any obligation to you. Licensees of this
program who wish to have information about it for the purpose of enabling: (i) the
exchange of information between independently created programs and other
programs (including this one) and (ii) the mutual use of the information which has
been exchanged, should contact:

IBM Corporation

Dept F6, Bldg 1

294 Route 100

Somers NY 10589-3216

U.S.A.

Such information may be available, subject to appropriate terms and conditions,
including in some cases, payment of a fee.

The licensed program described in this document and all licensed material
available for it are provided by IBM under terms of the IBM Customer Agreement,
IBM International Program License Agreement or any equivalent agreement
between us.

Any performance data contained herein was determined in a controlled
environment. Therefore, the results obtained in other operating environments may
vary significantly. Some measurements may have been made on development-level
systems and there is no guarantee that these measurements will be the same on
generally available systems. Furthermore, some measurements may have been
estimated through extrapolation. Actual results may vary. Users of this document
should verify the applicable data for their specific environment.

Information concerning non-IBM products was obtained from the suppliers of
those products, their published announcements or other publicly available sources.

IBM has not tested those products and cannot confirm the accuracy of
performance, compatibility or any other claims related to non-IBM products.
Questions on the capabilities of non-IBM products should be addressed to the
suppliers of those products.

All statements regarding IBM's future direction or intent are subject to change or
withdrawal without notice, and represent goals and objectives only

All IBM prices shown are IBM's suggested retail prices, are current and are subject
to change without notice. Dealer prices may vary.

This information is for planning purposes only. The information herein is subject to
change before the products described become available.
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This information contains examples of data and reports used in daily business
operations. To illustrate them as completely as possible, the examples include the
names of individuals, companies, brands, and products. All of these names are
fictitious and any similarity to the names and addresses used by an actual business
enterprise is entirely coincidental.

COPYRIGHT LICENSE:

This information contains sample application programs in source language, which
illustrate programming techniques on various operating platforms. You may copy,
modify, and distribute these sample programs in any form without payment to
IBM, for the purposes of developing, using, marketing or distributing application
programs conforming to the application programming interface for the operating
platform for which the sample programs are written. These examples have not
been thoroughly tested under all conditions. IBM, therefore, cannot guarantee or
imply reliability, serviceability, or function of these programs. The sample
programs are provided "AS IS", without warranty of any kind. IBM shall not be
liable for any damages arising out of your use of the sample programs.

Each copy or any portion of these sample programs or any derivative work, must
include a copyright notice as follows:

© (your company name) (year). Portions of this code are derived from IBM Corp.
Sample Programs.

© Copyright IBM Corp. _enter the year or years_. All rights reserved.

If you are viewing this information softcopy, the photographs and color
illustrations may not appear.

Privacy Policy considerations
IBM Software products, including software as a service solutions, (“Software
Offerings”) may use cookies or other technologies to collect product usage
information, to help improve the end user experience, to tailor interactions with
the end user or for other purposes. In many cases no personally identifiable
information is collected by the Software Offerings. Some of our Software Offerings
can help enable you to collect personally identifiable information. If this Software
Offering uses cookies to collect personally identifiable information, specific
information about this offering’s use of cookies is set forth below.

Depending upon the configurations deployed, this Software Offering may use
session cookies or other similar technologies that collect each user’s name, user
name, password, and/or other personally identifiable information for purposes of
session management, authentication, enhanced user usability, single sign-on
configuration and/or other usage tracking and/or functional purposes. These
cookies or other similar technologies cannot be disabled.

If the configurations deployed for this Software Offering provide you as customer
the ability to collect personally identifiable information from end users via cookies
and other technologies, you should seek your own legal advice about any laws
applicable to such data collection, including any requirements for notice and
consent.

For more information about the use of various technologies, including cookies, for
these purposes, see IBM’s Privacy Policy at http://www.ibm.com/privacy and
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IBM’s Online Privacy Statement at http://www.ibm.com/privacy/details the
section entitled “Cookies, Web Beacons and Other Technologies” and the “IBM
Software Products and Software-as-a-Service Privacy Statement” at
http://www.ibm.com/software/info/product-privacy.

Trademarks
IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks or registered trademarks of
International Business Machines Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
Other product and service names might be trademarks of IBM or other companies.
A current list of IBM trademarks is available on the Web at "Copyright and
trademark information" at http://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml.

Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners. Other company,
product, and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others.
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